…TURNING OUR EXPIERENCE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE!

MODEL: SAMZON ARIES TILTING

Simplicity & Technology Combined

The pallet turner ARIES can count on the latest mechanical and electronic components. The trac8on group has a 1.300W electric engine,
the oleo-dynamic has a 2.200W engine which includes a pump.
The ARIES TILTING is an eﬃcient mobile pallet turner, which is suitable for the loading of cases and others, un8l an height of 2.000 mm.
The replacement of the pallet takes place through a backward overturn of 95°. It’s indicated for delicate loadings, since it doesn’t put any
pressure on the material. It’s designed and built according the GMP norms.
You can take the pallet from its narrow side, as every kind of forkliR truck, turning down the higher cap, you can make the 95° posterior
overturning and then the forks overturn forward with the pallet to change.
The manual pallet changer is an easy opera8on, because the forks are at an height of 900 mm and they come back with the new pallet
against the material, and later everything overturns again forward. When the loading is on the ground, you liR up the higher cap and you
move behind the forkliR truck, realising the loading.
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MODEL: SAMZON ARIES TILTING

Simplicity & Technology Combined

Capacity:
1300 KG.
Posterior overturning:
95°
Height min/max of the loading:
950 / 2100 mm
Forks external gauge:
560 mm
Forks width:
180 mm
Inside routes carrier forks:
1300 mm
Forks depth:
50 mm
Forks length:
1200 mm
BaZery:
24 volt 210 Ah
BaZery charger:
Automa8c and built in
Trac8on:
Electromechanical
Electronic control:
CURTIS for a delicate approach to the material
Integrated with lateral safety grills
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